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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
12/23/15  

Corrective tilt in gold and silver but less deflationary fear  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 3:15 AM (CT): 
GOLD -2.80, SILVER -5.90, PLATINUM +3.30  

 

Early Gold Change -$3.20 from the prior session. LME Copper Stocks 233,675 
tons +1,325 tons Shanghai copper stocks +9,205 tons to 179,612 tons.  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equities were mostly positive with the FTSE Euro Top the 
strongest market overnight. The weak pockets in global equities were generally Asian markets. The US economic 
calendar begins with a weekly look at MBA mortgage market figures. Of particular interest will be a reading on 
November durable goods orders that are expected to contract on the month and reflect quite a slowdown from the 
+2.9% month over month gain posted in October. The same data window provides a look at Canadian GDP that 
is anticipated to have expanded moderately on a month over month basis. October Canadian retail sales are 
expected to have expanded on a month over month basis in October and show improvement from the -0.5% 
decline in September. The final US data window offers a look at November new home sales that are expected to 
have quickened from the 495,000 annualized rate in October. A private reading on December consumer 
sentiment is also expected to have ticked higher from the 91.8 reading previously. The US Treasury conducts a 
$13 billion 2-Year Floating Rate Note auction during the later morning hours.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
Like copper, the gold and silver markets were short-term technically overbought into the highs yesterday. From 
the mid-December low to the high on Monday, February gold managed a rally of $35 an ounce, and therefore 
some back and fill action into a major holiday isn't that surprising. The middle of the recent consolidation down at 
$1,067.90 might be a near-term target in February gold. A measure of weakness in gold isn't that surprising 
considering the magnitude of the gains forged off last week's lows. Furthermore, the bull camp might be a little 
discouraged by the lack of follow-through gains in gold in the face of another downside breakout in the US Dollar. 
The bull case hasn't been widely attended in the wake of the recent rally, but again that might have been the 
result of thinning holiday trading. We get the sense that the Dollar is poised for a downside extension and that 
should make gold a buy on a normal retracement of the December rally which comes in down at $1,072.20. A 
50% retracement of the December rally would give a downside buying point of $1,067.10. A decline below 98.00 
in the March Dollar Index probably increases the prospect of holding the higher retracement point in gold in the 
coming trading sessions.  
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PLATINUM  
January platinum has continued to forge positive chart action and has even made the gains on solid volume within 
the holiday-thinned marketplace. We have to think that strong Chinese platinum import data for November 
continues to underpin PGM prices, especially if it becomes known that China is stepping up auto-catalyst use in 
an effort to clean their air. Keep in mind that the PGM complex is relatively small and is prone to operating in a 
deficit, and we think that production is declining at the same time that demand might be improving off a gradual 
improvement in the global economy. Another issue that might be contributing to the positive price action in the 
PGM complex is increased clean air efforts in India where that economy is growing at the fastest pace of the large 
economies. Initial support in January platinum moves up to $866.80, and there might be little in the way of 
resistance seen until the $888.20 level. While platinum and palladium have a habit of exchanging leadership 
roles, we have to think that platinum holds a technical and fundamental edge in the short-term.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
The bull camp in gold and silver remains somewhat off-balance, and a normal corrective slide looks to be in order 
unless the declines in the Dollar become more significant today. Our pick for a near-term downside buy point in 
February gold is $1,072.20. In order to turn the tide back to the upside today probably requires a rally back above 
$1,080.00. Initial support in March silver is seen down at $14.19 and then again down at $14.04.  

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
12/23/15  
The market appears to be capable of respecting $2.10 support  

 

GENERAL: The copper market has fallen back from the highs after becoming 
short-term overbought. It is also possible that the December bounce was 
partially year-end short-covering after an extended period of a net spec and 
fund short positioning. However, we still think production cuts in China next year 
will go a long way toward firming the late November lows as a solid low. On the 
other hand, the copper market has reversed course as if the trade was 
balancing positions ahead of the coming holiday. While a higher Dollar is a fresh negative for copper to start 
today, that outside market force might be mitigated by a slight recovery in crude oil. Another issue that deflates 
the bull case in copper in the short term is declining volume and open interest in the wake of the December rally 
as that suggests technical short-covering and not fresh outright buying. With LME copper stocks reversing a 
pattern of declining stocks and Shanghai copper stocks recently showing a pattern of builds, the short-term 
supply-side outlook supports the bear case.  
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MARKET IDEAS: 
The 21-day moving average in March copper is seen down at $2.0695 but negative forces from this week's highs 
haven't been able to press prices down. Closer-in support in March copper is seen at $2.1005. However, a rise 
back above $2.1440 might spark a resumption of technical short covering. From a longer term perspective, 
copper appears to be carving out a pattern of higher lows and that coincides with the Chinese promise to reduce 
production next year.  
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